THE LANGUAGE OF THE FIRST ONES

1 WORD BRANCH & SYLLABLES
“SHE-RA”

Every word starts by drawing a main branch from right to left.

Words are read from right to left.

Syllables are connected below the word branch.

THE ALPHABET
The alphabet is phonetic

CONSONANTS

B ◊ CH Δ D □ DH ↘
F ◊ G ◊ H ■ J △
K ◊ L — M ◆ N ●
NG ◊ P ◊ R → S △
SH ↘ T □ TH △ V △
W △ Z △ ZH ↘

VOWELS

SAD ALL SAY
PET FEET LIT
GOOD TOO GO
HOUSE FUN BOY YES
THE LANGUAGE OF THE FIRST ONES

2 DOTS & STEMS “SCORPIA”

These two dots are decorative and can have any style of stem.

This dot indicates the start of the word.

This dot indicates the end of the word.

THE ALPHABET

The alphabet is phonetic

CONSONANTS

B ♦  CH △  D □  DH ▽
F ▽  G ♦  H ■  J △
K ♦  L ←  M ♦  N ●
NG ▼  P ♦  R △  S △
SH ▼  T □  TH △  V ▽
W △  Z △  ZH ▽

VOWELS

SAD  ALL  SAY

PET  FEET  LIT

GOOD  TOO  GO

HOUSE  FUN  BOY  YES
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THE ALPHABET
The alphabet is phonetic

CONSONANTS

B ◊ CH △ D □ DH □
F △ G ◊ H ■ J △
K ◊ L — M ◊ N ○
NG △ P ◊ R — S △
SH △ T □ TH △ V △
W △ Z △ ZH △

VOWELS

SAD ALL SAY
PET FEET LIT I
GOOD TOO GO
HOUSE FUN BOY YES